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portable senior soccer goal 8’h x 24’W 
With free hanging net suspension
Meets FIFA and US Soccer regulations.

 » One portable goal constructed of aluminium oval profile  
 meets FIFA and US Soccer regulations as 4-part  
 construction

 » Free hanging net suspension

 » Particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling 

 » Revolutionary milled simply-fix net attachment,  
 integrated in the goal post profile –no net hooks required

 » Goal frame is white powder-coated finish

 » One 4 mm polypropylene net, white with 4.7“ mesh size included 
 net depth at the top and ground: 6.5’

product Video

item-No.: 1-13-016 $4,830.00

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net includedrobust-cornersteel-
reinforced

milled Simply-Fix  
net attachment

Anti-tilt protection

set of 4-wheels Accessory part

 » Foldable and swivel wheels, removable from the goal during use

item-No.: 5-09-051 $540.00

item-No.: N006-02 replacement net white $160.00
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stadium soccer goal 
8’h x 24’W in ground sleeVes
Meets FIFA and US Soccer regulations.

 » These goals you can find in many stadiums worldwide

 » Two goal frame constructed of aluminum oval profile according  
 to FIFA

 » Particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling 

 » With a groove for net hooks 

 » Corners are fully welded

 » 3-part construction with additional internal steel-reinforcement

 » Steel reinforced crossbars provide strength and durability 

 » Goal frames white powder-coated finish

 » Two included foldable aluminum ground frames  
 6.5’ bottom depth and a groove for net hooks attachment

 » Four aluminum ground sleeves with cover insertion depth 15.75’’

 » With aluminum net hanger construction Type 1

 » Two 4 mm polypropylene nets with 5” mesh size included for  
 Type 1 (net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’) 
 and Type 2 (net depth at the top and at the ground: 6.5’) 

item-No.: 1-13-001 $3,190.00

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net includedrobust-cornersteel-
reinforced

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground frame
cross section

free net suspension - type 2 Accessory part
 » Four very strong aluminum-tensioning tube posts in 3.15x3.15’’

 » With eyehook, carabiner and cleats with standard ground sleeves and cover, depth at the top & ground: 6.5’

item-No.: 5-09-003 $210.00

item-No.: N004-02 replacement net white $110.00

item-No.: N006-02 replacement net white $160.00
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portable senior soccer goal 
8’h x 24’W
Meets FIFA and US Soccer regulations.

 » One portable goal constructed of aluminum oval profile according  
 to FIFA and US Soccer regulations as 4-part construction

 » Particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling 

 » With a groove for net hooks 

 » Goal frame white powder-coated finish

 » All 4-steel reinforced corners are fully welded welded 

 » Carry handle on ground frame for convenience

 » Two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand  
 bags for ground frame included

 » One 4 mm polypropylene net, white with 4.7“ mesh size included  
 net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

item-No.: 1-13-002 $2,450.00

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net includedrobust-cornersteel-
reinforced

ground anchor

set of 4-wheels (foldable) Accessory part

 » Big, wide, foldable wheels ensure easy transport even on soft ground

 » Wheels are filled with polyurethane foam

item-No.: 5-09-002 $370.00

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

item-No.: N004-02 replacement net white $110.00
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portable safety senior soccer goal 
8’h x 24’W
Meets ASTM F2950-14 Standards.

 » Goal frame is constructed of aluminum oval profile

 » It is particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal 
 profiling 

 » A groove for net hooks 

 » Goal frame white powder coated

 » All steel reinforced corners are fully welded with goal frame as  
 4-part construction

 » Two transport wheels included

 » Special attached weight tube for tilt-proof must be filled with  
 sand for ballast to meet ASTM F2950 Standards / European  
 Standards

 » One 4 mm polypropylene net, white with 4.7“ mesh size included  
 net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

item-No.: 1-13-015 $3,150.00

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net included

robust-cornersteel-
reinforced

transport wheels
with axis

ground anchorplastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

weight tube cross 
sectionsand

product Video

item-No.: N004-02 replacement net white $110.00
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portable senior soccer goal 8’h x 24’W 
foldable net suspension and ground 
frame
Meets FIFA and US Soccer regulations.

 » One portable goal constructed of aluminium oval profile

 » Meets FIFA and US Soccer regulations as 4-part  
 construction 

 » With foldable net suspension and ground frame

 » Particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling 

 » Groove for net hooks

 » Goal frame is white powder-coated finish 

 » Two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand  
 bags for ground frame included

 » Very space saving

 » 4 mm polypropylene net, white with 4.7“ mesh size included 
 net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

product Video

item-No.: 1-13-017 $3,280.00

set of 4-wheels Accessory part

 » Foldable and swivel wheels, removable from the goal during use

item-No.: 5-09-051 $540.00

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net includedrobust-cornersteel-
reinforced

ground anchorplastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

item-No.: N004-02 replacement net white $110.00
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portable Junior soccer goal 
6.5’h x 18.5’W
Meets US Soccer regulations.

 » One portable goal constructed of aluminum oval profile according  
 to US Soccer regulations as 4-part construction

 » Particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling 

 » Groove for net hooks 

 » Goal frame white powder-coated finish

 » All 4 steel reinforced corners are fully welded

 » Welded carry handle on ground frame for convenience

 » Two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand  
 bags for ground frame included

 » One 4 mm polypropylene net, white with 4.7“ mesh size included  
 net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 6.5’

item-No.: 1-13-003 $1,750.00

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net includedrobust-cornersteel-
reinforced

ground anchor

set of 4-wheels (foldable) Accessory part

 » Big, wide, foldable wheels ensure easy transport even on soft ground

 » Wheels are filled with polyurethane foam

item-No.: 5-09-002 $370.00

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

item-No.: N910-02 replacement net white $120.00
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portable safety Junior soccer goal 
6.5’h x 18.5’W
Meets US Soccer regulations.

 » Goal frame is constructed of aluminum oval profile

 » It is particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling 

 » Groove for net hooks  

 » Entire framework is natural aluminum finish

 » All steel reinforced corners are fully welded 

 » Goal frame a 4 part construction

 » Two transport wheels included

 » Special attached weight tube for tilt-proof must be filled with  
 sand for ballast to meet ASTM F2950 Standards / European  
 Standards

 » One 4 mm polypropylene net, white with 4.7“ mesh size included  
 net depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 4.9’

item-No.: 1-13-006  $1,810.00
  

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net included

robust-cornersteel-
reinforced

transport wheels
with axis

ground anchorplastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

weight tube cross 
sectionsand

product Video

item-No.: N910-02 replacement net white $120.00
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portable mini soccer goal 
With playersprotect, 2.6’h x 3.9’W

 » Goal framework is entirely aluminum construction very high   
 strength and low risk of injuries

 » Fully welded, 1-part construction 

 » Natural aluminum finish

 » Big net hanger

 » Low ground frame cross section with PlayersProtect means 
 that the construction is high strength and offers  a low risk of  
 injuries 

 » PlayersProtect is rubberized bounce protection combined with a  
 special constructed bottom frame

 » PlayersProtect guarantees force reduction when hitting the  
 bottom frame and minimized risk of injuries for the player

 » Ground anchoring includes spiral anchor made of steel and  
 sand bags for ground frame

 » Includes 4 mm polypropylene net with 5” mesh size  
 net depth at the top and ground 2.3’

item-No.: 1-13-004 $530.00

cross frame cross 
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

net included

ground frame cross 
section with  
PlayersProtect

PlayersProtect

plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

item-No.: N302-02 replacement net white $60.00

Sand bag
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portable mini soccer goal 
With playersprotect, 3.9’h x 5.9’W

 » Goal framework is entirely aluminum construction very high   
 strength and low risk of injuries

 » Fully welded, 1-part construction 

 » Natural aluminum finish

 » Big net hanger

 » Low ground frame cross section with PlayersProtect means 
 that the construction is high strength and offers a low risk  
 of injuries

 » PlayersProtect is rubberized bounce protection combined with a  
 special constructed bottom frame

 » PlayersProtect guarantees force reduction when hitting the  
 bottom frame and minimized risk of injuries for the player

 » Ground anchoring includes spiral anchor made of steel and sand  

 bags for ground frame

 » Includes 4 mm polypropylene net with 5” mesh size  

 net depth at the top and ground 2.3’

item-No.: 1-13-005 $650.00

cross frame cross 
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

net included

ground frame cross 
section with  
PlayersProtect

PlayersProtect

Sand bagplastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

ground anchor

item-No.: N305-02 replacement net white $70.00
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portable safety mini soccer goal 
With playersprotect, 3.9’h x 5.9’W

 » Goal framework is entirely aluminum construction very high   
 strength and low risk of injuries 

 » Fully welded, 1 part construction

 » Big net hanger

 » Two transport wheels included

 » Aluminum construction for lightweight durability

 » PlayersProtect means that the construction is high strength and  
 offers a low risk of injuries

 » PlayersProtect is rubberized bounce protection combined with a  
 special constructed bottom frame

 » PlayersProtect guarantees force reduction when hitting the  
 bottom frame and minimized risk of injuries for the player

 » Special attached weight tube for tilt-proof must be filled with  
 sand for ballast 

 » Includes 4 mm polypropylene net with 5” mesh size  
 net depth at the top and ground 2.3’

disclaimer: When moving, be sure to move it properly and with 
supervision

item-No.: 1-13-009 $1,030.00

cross frame cross 
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

net included

ground frame cross 
section with  
PlayersProtect

transport wheels
with axis

PlayersProtect plastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

weight tube cross 
section with  
PlayersProtect

sand

product Video

item-No.: N305-02 replacement net white $70.00
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the green soccer goal
from helogoal

People today wish to live sustainably; consume sustaina-

ble food, use products that respect, and reuse in a respon-

sible manner. helogoal recognizes these challenges and 

has made significant investments in the manufacturing 

process of our products.

helogoal aluminum suppliers are increasingly producing 

materials that are sustainable and consume fewer raw 

resources.  helogoal and our suppliers are positioned to 

provide products that can be produced using fewer newly 

obtained raw materials. We are excited to bring our new 

product line to the United States and the members of 

United Soccer Coaches.

The Green Soccer Goal (Das grüne Tor) line. Products from 

this line are made from aluminum that is 80% verified 

recycled aluminum. In addition, 65% of the electricity to 

manufacture The Green Goal line uses electricity, generat-

ed from wind and solar power.

helogoal, The Green Soccer Goal line is the latest innova-

tion in soccer goal production. Reach out today and ask 

how your organization can transform your training fields 

with Goals that respect our planet and support sustaina-

ble production. Let’s keep the ‘Beautiful Game’ beautiful.

24



80% from  
recycled  

aluminium

35% from  
solar energy

30% from 
wind energy
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the green soccer goal 
made from recycled aluminum

 » Goal framework is entirely aluminum construction very high   
 strength and low risk of injuries

 » Fully welded, 1-part construction 

 » Natural aluminum finish

 » Big net hanger

 » All around complete integrated Simply-Fix net attachment 

 » Low ground frame cross section

 » Ground anchoring includes spiral anchor made of steel and sand  

 bags for ground frame

 » made of 80 % recycled aluminum

item-No.:  7-01-008 2.6’H x 3.9’W  $530.00 

item-No.:  7-01-007 3.9’H x 5.9’W  $690.00

item-No.: N310-09 polylactic acid nets 2.6’H x 3.9’W, white $60.00 

item-No.: N310-08 polylactic acid nets 3.9’H x 5.9’W, white $70.00

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

net includedmilled Simply-Fix  
net attachment

ground frame cross 
section with  
PlayersProtect
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Minifootball goal / futsal goal  
With foldable net suspension and 
ground frame

 » One portable goal constructed of aluminium oval profile

 » Meets World Minifootball Federation and FIFA FUTSAL   
 regulations 

 » 4-part construction with foldable net suspension and ground  
 frame

 » Particularly torsion-resistant due to multiple internal profiling 

 » Groove for net hooks 

 » Goal frame white powder-coated finish, with red stripes

 » Two ground anchoring with spiral anchor made of steel and sand  

 bags for ground frame included

 » Very space saving

 » 4 mm polypropylene net, white with 4.7“ mesh size included net  
 depth at the top: 2.6’, net depth at the ground: 4.9’

item-No.: 1-13-018 6.6‘ x 9.8‘ $2,450.00

item-No.: 1-13-019 6.6‘ x 13.1‘ $2,830.00

item-No.: N203-02 replacement net white for 6.6‘ x 9.8‘ (FUTSAL) $120.00

item-No.: N902-02 replacement net white for 6.6‘ x 13.1‘ (Minifootball) $140.00

set of 4-wheels Accessory part

 » Foldable and swivel wheels, removable from the goal during  
 use

item-No.: 5-09-051 $540.00

net includedrobust-cornersteel-
reinforced

ground anchorplastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

cross frame cross 
section 3.15“ x 3.15“

anti-tilt protection
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finishing goal  
2‘ x 24‘ x 6‘ 

 » Used for training exercises in developing shooting and finishing accuracy

 » 3’ or 6’ high goal face height to promote different shooting and finishing skill sets

 » Used unopposed, with mannequins, or with live goalkeeper to simulate various degrees  

 of exercise difficulty

 » Unfinished aluminum

 » Helogoal’s robust manufacturing and German Quality

item-No.: 1-13-029 $1,750.00 item-No.: N007-04 $130.00

trolley set
 » Simple transporter

 » Made of aluminium, with solid rubber wheels

 » For easier transportation from the storage to the pitch

 » 1 piece with the frame, 4 wheels and accessories

item-No.: 5-03-002 $475.00

net includedrobust-cornersteel-
reinforced

ground anchorplastic net hooks
rot-proof
UV-resistant

goal frame cross 
section 4,2“ x 3,9“

3130
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team shelter 
champion

 » One team bench shelter particularly torsion-resistant aluminium profiles. Side parts and rear side made of  

 shatter-proof, absolutley transparent polycarbonate. Extemely robust

 » Four welded-on brackets for anchoring the cabin to the ground with four, steel, ground anchor tubes for  

 installation into concrete

 » Footrest made of aluminium

 » Individual plastic seats with backrest included

 » Standing height 6.6’

product Video

item-No.: 1-07-004  19.6‘ - 12 seats   $4,560.00

item-No.: 1-07-005  22.9‘ - 14 seats   $6,840.00

item-No.: 1-07-006  22.9‘ - wooden bench  $7,220.00

Plastic seats Ground anchoring 
special

Ground mounting 
brackets Protection pad

wooden bench
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team shelter 
custom design

We offer a wide range of custom designed team shelters. Our creative team can work with you to develop your unique  

vision to your specific needs. We can design shelters that work in high wind environments, challenging fan viewing 

angles, or just your own creative desire to have your own custom team shelter. Our team can factory apply any advertising 

you wish, or build it so you are able to apply your own advertising. 

Our creative team has worked with leading global soccer brands to solve their most pressing needs. We always offer the 

highest quality German construction. We look forward to hearing from you and solving your pressing team shelter needs.

Plastic seats luxury seats custom anchoring Ground mounting 
brackets
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backstop system 
20‘ x 65‘
 » Complete system

 » 5 posts, aluminium oval, with sleeves

 » 4 crossbars 16.4’ post distance for more stability and upper net attachment

 » 1 net black, PP, thickness 0.12“, mesh 4.72“

 » 1 net attachment equipment, including steel wire

item-No.: 1-08-005 20‘ x 65‘ $4,010.00

net holder

slot nut

carabiner hook
for steel rope

ring screw

steel rope

rope tensioner

post with traverse 
holder and crossbar

thimble clamp

carabiner hook for 
net
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backstop system
With net and metal fence

 » Posts, aluminium oval, 20’ height, with sleeves

 » Steel reinforced 6.5’ integrated in the post

 » Intermediate post, aluminium oval, 6.5’ height, with sleeves

 » Upper continuous crossbars 16.4’ post distance

 » Octagon profile 

 » Metal fence elements 6.5’ high, 8.2’ width 

 » Net in the top section from 6.5’ to 20’, 0.12” mm thickness,  

 mesh 4.72” 

 » Assembly equipment

Backstop fence system with 6.5‘ metal fence at base.   
Metal fence provides protection from mowers cutting the net, from 
vandalism, and provides an anchor surface to attach branded,  
windscreens for advertising purposes.   
Our product has noise reduction through a special fastening system 
consisting of:

Backstop system with.. 65‘ x 20‘

posts 5 piece

intermediate post 4 piece

crossbar 4 piece

metal fence elements 8 piece

net 861 sqft

tension rope 1 x 20‘

equipment-set 1 piece

item-no 1-08-018

item-No.: 1-08-018  20‘ x 65‘ $6,500.00
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backstop system 
portable, modular system

 » Post, aluminium oval, 16.4‘ high

 » Mobile base (3.9‘ x 4.2‘)  with transport wheels

 » 4 counter weights (55 Ibs each)

 » Net black 16.4‘ x 19.7‘, PP, thickness 0.12“, mesh 4.72“

 » With hoisting device for the net, including ropes

 » Net can be raised and lowered quickly and easily

 » Expandable to any desired length

item-No.: 1-13-024 backstop post with mobile base and counter weights $1,030.00

item-No.: N510-06 net 16.4‘ x 19.7‘       $150.00

carabiner hook
for steel rope

steel rope transport wheels
with axis
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Washington
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We can do more than 
Just soccer! 

We are also happy to advise you on 
beach soccer, volleyball, or  
track and field.
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ask us also about
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helogoal.com

Daniel Lingenfelter, COO

1 (720) 877-1986

daniel@helogoal.com

25392 E Indore Dr, Aurora, CO 80016

 

JB Belzer, CEO 

1 (720) 788-7813

jb@helogoal.com

heloGoAl


